MOBILE MANUAL SHAFTLESS PAYOUT

MSPO

STANDARD FEATURES
- 48” OD Reel Maximum
- 18” OD Reel Minimum
- 36” Reel Width Maximum
- 2,000 lb Weight Maximum
- Mobility Feature
- Manual Hydraulic Lift
- Manual Shaftless Feature

OPTIONS
- Disk Brake
- Electrolift
- Electromagnetic Brake
- Customized As Needed
- Paint Colors
- Brackets For Measurers
- Various Shafts and Arbors

MODEL | REEL CAPACITY | WEIGHT
--- | --- | ---
MSPO - 2 | 18” - 48” | 2,000 LBS
MSPO - 5 | 24” - 72” | 5,000 LBS
MSPO - 10 | 36” - 96” | 10,000 LBS